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Introduction 
The goal of this Biomarkers in Medicine Edi-
torial is to exhaustively describe our current 
knowledge of eye movements in Alzheimer’s 
disease (AD) in the field of neurology. To 
achieve this goal, 97 publications from the 
MedLine® database were examined as a 
result of crossed ‘Alzheimer disease’ and ‘eye 
movements’ subheadings. I discarded 12 
review articles (for recent and complete pan-
oramas see [1,2]) and 12 other articles, which 
were insufficiently relevant to the subject 
(due to weak bibliometric indexing). Seven 
further articles were also dismissed as they 
focused on atypical subsets of AD (such as 
amnestic or not mild cognitive impairment, 
Balint syndrome, posterior cerebral atro-
phy). This literature restriction led to a set 
of 66 relevant publications (our 100% stan-
dard). It is noteworthy that 64 and 2 pub-
lications respectively concerned presumed 
(97.0%) and confirmed (3.0%) AD, giving 
us the measure of the progress to be made. 
Among the articles in presumed AD, 27 
studies (40.9%) were performed in the field 
of oculomotor research, that is, eye move-
ments were analyzed per se in order to deter-
mine eye movement indicators of AD pres-
ence or severity. In the remaining 37 studies 
(56.1%), eye movements were used to 
explore the different cognitive functions 
that may be impaired in AD from low-level 
vision to social cognition. I will present the 
results in AD as compared to healthy partic-

ipants (throughout the text), before suggest-
ing future directions for basic and clinical 
research and summarizing our knowledge of 
eye movement and cognitive markers of AD 
diagnosis and prognosis. 

Eye movement research in 
presumed AD
Oculomotor research has revealed different 
types of eye movement deficits, which may 
either early detect AD or correlate with its 
severity. Seminal study by Hutton et al. [3] 
reported three types of oculomotor distur-
bances during spontaneous visual explora-
tion: ‘poorly regulated gaze patterns’, ‘pro-
gramming type of gaze perseveration’ and 
‘staring gaze pattern’. Consistently, quan-
titative analysis of exploratory eye move-
ments was suggested to early detect AD-
type dementia [4]. During fixation, higher 
occurrence of saccadic intrusions was sug-
gested to be sensitive to the progression of 
AD. Increased blink occurrence during 
fixation and pursuit, eye blink conditioning 
deficit [5], eye–head and eye–hand coordina-
tion impairments have also been reported in 
presumed AD. The literature on pursuit eye 
movements (10.6%) has led to consensual 
findings. Pursuit in AD-type dementia has 
reduced gain and velocity and exhibits more 
catch-up saccades or saccadic intrusions, 
which are better defined as anticipatory sac-
cades with higher amplitude [6]. Some pur-
suit indicators were reported to correlate 
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with AD severity. Another 10.6% of literature was 
dedicated to saccades, with contradictory results. Pio-
neer research showed increased latency (i.e., reaction 
time) of reflexive saccades, which was correlated [7] 
or not [8] with dementia severity. Five studies exam-
ining reflexive prosaccades and voluntary antisac-
cades (e.g., [9–11]) corroborated increased latency of 
the former (except [10]) and additionally evidenced 
more systematic deficit in the latter. Indeed antisac-
cade measures appeared to be the most specific to AD. 
However, eye movements have not shown any supe-
riority to neuropsychological  testing to  differentiate 
AD from other dementias.

Eye movements to explore cognition in 
presumed AD
Exploratory eye movement disturbances are only one 
aspect of vision deficits in AD-type dementia includ-
ing altered acuity, contrast sensitivity, visual field, 
color and motion perception, visual categorization 
and EEG abnormalities. Eye movements are also a 
‘window’ to explore the dysfunctional brain in AD. 
Performance in visually-guided saccades worsens 
with increasing number of spatial locations to attend, 
while fixation and gazing parameters indicate reduced 
visuospatial ability in clock reading and impaired 
visuoconstructional skill in copying and drawing. 
Consistently an fMRI study evidenced reduction in 
right intraparietal sulcus activation suggesting that 
left-dominant laterality ratio for intraparietal sulcus 
may be a marker of AD progression [12]. The study 
of selective attention has revealed an excess of sac-
cades, fixation and pupil dilation in visual search and 
feature-and-conjunction search, which is interpreted 
as dynamic adjustment of attentional zoom or loss of 
access to attentional resources, consistent with com-
pensatory over recruitment of frontoparietal attention 
network [13]. An important set of literature (12.1%) 
was devoted to one attentional control process – inhi-
bition. Presumed AD exhibits higher reflexive error 
occurrence in NoGo, Go/NoGo and anti saccade 
tasks [14], distractibility to moving stimuli [15], but 
relatively preserved inhibition of return, prediction in 
pursuit, antisaccade gap/simultaneous/overlap effects. 
Antisaccade measures [14] and errors in line bisection 
with background movement [15] were reported to cor-
relate with dementia severity. Reading is also impaired 
in presumed AD: slowness, more saccade regressions, 
less words with one fixation, shorter forward saccades 

and the absence of contextual word predictability 
effect [16].

Eye movements in autopsy-confirmed AD
Importantly, our exact knowledge of eye movements 
in AD for the last four decades is due to one study. 
Boxer et al. [17] invited ten participants with autopsy-
confirmed AD, 27 with autopsy-confirmed frontotem-
poral dementia (FTD, including 12 frontotemporal 
lobar degeneration associated with insoluble deposits 
of the TAR DNA-binding protein 43, FTLD-TDP; 
eight progressive supranuclear palsy, PSP; four corti-
cobasal degeneration; three Pick disease or FTD and 
parkinsonism linked to chromosome 17) to perform 
35.6 months prior to death 28 reflexive horizontal or 
vertical saccades (seven left, right, up and down) and 
36 horizontal antisaccades (18 left and right), as com-
pared to 27 healthy controls (HC). Analyses (of vari-
ance with Clinical Dementia Rating-Sum of Boxes as 
covariate and Tukey/Sidak post hoc statistics) revealed 
that AD causes increased horizontal saccade latency 
as compared to FTLD-TDP and PSP, increased verti-
cal saccade latency as compared to FTLD-TDP and 
HC, and lower rate of correct antisaccades than HC 
considering or not self-correction. Diagnostic value 
of  saccade parameters from receiver operating curve 
analysis unveiled that only horizontal saccade latency 
differentiates AD from all FTDs. Another study [18] 
evidenced in 30 autopsy cases that AD-related cyto-
skeletal changes in the rostral interstitial nucleus of 
the medial longitudinal fascicle are slight, pronounced 
and severe in respectively cortical neurofibrillary tan-
gle/neuropil thread stages I–II, III–IV and V–VI, 
corresponding respectively to preclinical, incipient 
and clinical phases of AD, while β-amyloid deposits 
only appear in its final stage, suggesting that vertical 
 saccade slowing might be a marker of AD progression.

Future research
Directions for future research are six-fold. First, basic 
oculomotor research may study unexplored eye move-
ments in AD such as optokinetic nystagmus, fixational 
tremor and drifts or vergence. Second, basic psychol-
ogy may develop eye movement paradigms to examine 
cognitive functions which decline in AD: conscious-
ness, metacognition, self-movement, self-defining 
memories, etc. Third, there is a need for more interac-
tion between clinical neurologists and basic scientists 
to refresh what is crucial to study. At early phases of 
AD before attention and memory deficits take place 
insidious apathy and divestment measurable at motor, 
cognitive and social levels. Three studies by the same 
team have revealed reduced curiosity as measured by 
lower reaction to novelty and incongruity [19]. AD 

“...27 studies (40.9%) were performed in the 
field of oculomotor research ... In the remaining 
37 studies (56.1%), eye movements were used to 
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participants fixate less on faces and are impaired in 
facial expression recognition though they keep mutual 
gaze and prefer to fixate or pursue faces, enough to 
inhibit vestibulo-ocular reflex [20]. Fourth, research is 
lacking creativity once the different types of move-
ments and cognitive functions have been examined. 
Time has come to inject theory into neurology, com-
bining mathematics and physiology, to test predic-
tions about underlying physiological mechanisms 
and their decline in AD. Fifth, studies should be con-
ducted in autopsy-confirmed AD or at least in homog-
enous cohorts of patients based on genetic, imaging 
and neuropsychological data. Sixth, future research 
belongs to multidimensional analyses to serve diag-
nosis and prognosis purposes. Eye movements may 
be precious to detect AD and quantify interventions 
based on pharmaco logy, physical and cognitive train-
ing, and prevention of dementia-induced anxiety, 
social isolation and  suicide/homicide.

Eye movement & cognitive markers in AD
I summarize here eye movement and cognitive markers 
in AD.

Eye movement & cognitive markers in 
autopsy-confirmed AD

•	 Diagnosis:

 – Reflexive horizontal predictable-in-time 
 saccades: increased latency [17];

 – Reflexive vertical predictable-in-time saccades: 
increased latency [17];

 – Antisaccades: lower antisaccade rate, lack of 
self-correction [17].

•	 Severity/progression:

 – Reflexive vertical saccades: reduced velocity? [18].

Eye movement & cognitive markers in 
presumed AD

•	 Diagnosis:

 – Spontaneous eye movements: quantitative 
analysis [4];

 – Blinks: higher occurrence during fixation/ 
pursuit; eye blink conditioning deficit [5];

 – Reflexive saccades: increased latency;

 – Reflexive unpredictable-in-time saccades: 
reduced gain, higher anticipatory saccade 
occurrence;

 – Antisaccades: lower antisaccade rate, increased 
antisaccade latency, higher reflexive error rate, 
lack of self-correction;

 – Reflexive saccades and antisaccades: higher 
latency variability, preserved gap/ simultaneous/
overlap effects;

 – Reading: higher saccade regression occurrence, 
lower one-fixation word occurrence, reduced 
forward saccade amplitude, lack of contextual 
word predictability effect [16]?;

 – Curiosity: reduced reaction to novelty/incon-
gruity, normalized by emotional arousal [19]?;

 – Social cognition: facial expression deficit, pre-
served mutual gaze and preference to look at 
faces?;

•	 Severity/progression:

 – Fixation: higher saccadic intrusion 
occurrence;

 – Pursuit: reduced gain, reduced velocity, 
increased catch-up saccade/saccadic intru-
sion/anticipatory saccade occurrence, increased 
anticipatory saccade amplitude;

 – Reflexive saccades: increased latency [7,8]?;

 – Antisaccades: higher reflexive error rate;

 – Visuospatial: fMRI left-dominant laterality 
ratio for intraparietal sulcus [12];

 – Visuospatial: error rate in line bisection with 
 background movement [15];

 – Reading: higher saccade regression occurrence, 
lower one-fixation word occurrence, reduced 
 forward saccade amplitude [16]?
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